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GOSZ-T | ”GEO” chair

GOA-T | ”GEO” oblong nursery table

OVB-023-24 | cupboard

OVB-023-27 | cupboard

OVB-023-15 | cupboard

Savaria beech
table top

RAL 3020
red
frame

Blue 5010
wooden slats for 
„Boni” cupboard

Savaria beech
corpus for „Boni” 
cupboard

Boni
nursery cupboard
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The Geo brand meets the needs of nursery-schools and the kids. The adjustable height chairs 

and tables are „growing up” together with the kids. The height can be adjusted between 

the 2- 4. agegroup. The frame of the chairs made by 38x20 mm oval-shaped steel tube, 

the seatshell are plywood.

     GEO
nursery-school chair and table

OVB-023-21 | cupboard OVB-023-23 | cupboard

OVB-023-17 | cupboard

OVB-023-17 | cupboard

age
group
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KORLOMB | Round treetop pouffe 

LEVEL | Leaf accessory

ALMA | Apple accessory

KORTE | Pear accessory

„Bambi” nursery cupboard

Exciting form and comfortable textile performance.!
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LOMB | Treetop pouffe

FATORZS | Log pouffe Mini spider chair with ultraflex seatshell

MNFEM | ”Mese” square table with metal frame

„Tree”-shaped sofa. Beyond the exciting form our textile covered sofas are also very comfortable. 

Due to the movable elements and by changing the shape and number of application motifs with 

Velcro these elements are not just seats but the kids can be introduced to the world of numbers

and natural science playfully. The handmade sewed motifs on the products make these unique

and beautiful. The elements are made with removable and washable cover.

Tree-shaped 
lounge furniture
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UFS-JUSTY-F | ”Ultraflex” teacher swivel chair

UFTA-2F-LS | ”Ulraflex” teacher table with 2 drawers

215
orange
drawers

transparent
Gratnell’s 
drawers

LG
lime green
body

OR
orange
seatshell

245
pacific
table top

RAL 9006
silver metal
frame

Modern educational equipments – 
ergonomic plastic chairs and easy 
moving tables.
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Ultraflex Justy brand. With wide range of colours and variability the Ultraflex Justy line is the newest 

member of our educational furniture products. Fix and height adjustable tables are suitable for 

elementary schools and high schools also for the higher education. The swivel-chairs and the height 

adjustable student chairs are easily variable to satisfy the requirements.

Ultraflex
Justy brand

UFA-RS-2FLS-JUSTY | ”Ultraflex” student table

age
group
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There are such kind of puzzles which have several proper solutions. These are the so called kaleido 

puzzles. The name of our new Kaleido brand was inspired by these kind of toys, because the speciality 

of the Kaleido tables are the wide scope of variability due to the geometry of the table. In the new 

approach of education, the teamwork is very important, therefore the place and the set-up of tables 

should be rearranged several times a day. There are no wrong solutions only the conditions of 

the room and the teacher’s requirements determine the form of the installation. The tables are 

available with castor-wheels making even easier the moving. Tables and chairs are manufactured 

in a variety of colours.

Kaleido
brand

FSZ-02 | ”FLEX” chest

KALEIDO-HRL | single student table

Easy configuration of workplaces 
for individual and teamwork. 
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KALEIDO-OSZD | student chairKALEIDO-OSZR | student chair

KALEIDO-EA | lecture table

KALEIDO-OTSZDK | teacher chair

KALEIDO-DRL | single student table

103
front white
table top

1119
blue
HPL

1098
orange
HPL

beech
plywood

271
anthracite
table top

R9006
silver metal
frame
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Ultraflex brand. Our innovations provide multiple options for our customers to choose the most 

suitable solutions from our product line including multifunctional furniture for the smooth running of 

everyday education. One of the basic principles of modern education is the differentiation in 

classroom, which presumes that the school furniture should be suitable for the individual learning, 

for the teamwork also for having a rest if needed. For this differentiation, the extensional position 

of school furniture should be changed, thus beyond the ergonomic and functional aspects the easy 

mobility and variability are essential. The great mobility of Ultraflex brand brings the chance 

of variation in the everyday education.

Ultraflex
brand

100 003 | Classic board 150x100 cm

Our Flex cabinets are fits to the style of Ultraflex 
brand’s chairs and tables. The cabinets are 
available with Gratnell’s variable boxes and 
drawers. With these accessories, our cabinets 
gives a really practical storage solution.
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UFZ-SZ | student chair

FSZ-02 | ”FLEX” chest

UFZ-SZ | single student table

U630
green
table top

271
anthracite
table top

RAL 9006
silver metal
frame

The great mobility brings
the chance of variation.!
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LITY PRODUCTS

HOTEL AND RESTAURANT 
FURNITURE

CHANGING ROOM 
FURNITURE

OFFICE
FURNITURE

SCHOOL
FURNITURE

NURSERY
FURNITURE

STREET
FURNITURE

In the field of professional hospitality,
the equipment should be fulfil double
requirements. The furniture should
be stylish and aesthetic but also
durable because of the increased
usage. Our product line is based
on these principles.

We provide complete solutions of
furnishing for educational institutions
from elementary school to higher
education and not only in the
classrooms but also for dormitories
or for recreational activities.

The changing rooms and their furniture are 
also needed in wide range of institutions 
such as in schools, hospitals, public utility 
companies, wellness places, etc. Beyond the 
deposit function, the hygienic way of storing 
clothes and shoes is indispensable, even in 
high humidity environment. Our comfortable 
benches and lockable cabinets are ideal 
solutions for several types of locker rooms.

We can offer comprehensive furnishing 
solutions for nursery-schools. You can find 
tables, chairs, containers, beds, and other 
skill development tools in our product line.

The ideal office environment is aesthetic, 
inspiring and ergonomic. Our product 
line focus on these essential principles. 
Besides workbenches and work desks, 
the product range of our office furniture 
can offer equipment for executive and 
meeting rooms.

The feature of street furniture is serving 
the public on a permanent location without 
any special protection from the weather 
conditions and the increased usage. Our 
street furniture is safe and unstealable
due to our installation methods.


